
To digitize large pieces
If you have a piece that is too large to fit on the digitizing table, you can still digitize it into AccuMark. Large piece digitizing can
be used on pieces up to 7 x 45 feet (2.13 x 13.72 meters). Common uses are for bridal wear and sails.

To prepare a large piece for digitizing

1. Divide the large piece into as few parts as possible so that each part fits on the digitizing table without
overlapping into the dead zone. To divide the piece, draw one (1) horizontal grid line and up to nine (9)
vertical grid lines on the piece.

2. Assign a number to each grid area, beginning at the lower left corner of the piece and numbering clockwise.

3. Draw a grain line in the first grid area of the large piece.

4. Draw two locator points on each grid line, except for the grid lines between the last and first grid.

5. Label all grade points and intermediate points on the grids.

6. Label all transition points on the grid lines.

7. Mark the piece with descriptive data, including the piece name, category, description, and grade rule table
name.

To digitize the grids for a large piece

1. Begin by taping grid 1 to the digitizing table in the orientation in which it was graded and with the grain line
horizontal. Avoid placing the grid in the dead zone.

2. Select Start Piece from the digitizing menu.

3. Enter the piece name by selecting the appropriate characters on the digitizing menu with the A button and
press the delimiter button ( * ) when you are finished.

4. Enter the category for the piece by selecting the appropriate characters on the digitizing menu with the A
button and press the delimiter button when you are finished.

5. Enter the piece description by selecting the appropriate characters on the digitizing menu with the A button
and press the delimiter button when you are finished.

6. Select Rule Table from the digitizing menu.

7. Enter the name of the grade rule table by selecting the appropriate characters on the digitizing menu with
the A button and press the delimiter button when you are finished.

8. Digitize the grain line for the piece from left to right. To do this, press the A button at the left side (beginning)
of the grain line and then press the A button followed by the delimiter button at the right side (end) of the
grain line.

9. Select Large Piece from the digitizing menu.

10. Beginning at a grade point and at the lower left corner, digitize along the piece perimeter of the first grid. Do
not begin at an entry point or exit point. Digitize the exit and entry transition points along with all
intermediate and grade points as you digitize the piece perimeter.

11. When you finish digitizing the first grid, select Close Piece from the digitizing menu but DO NOT PRESS
THE DELIMITER button. (You only select Close Piece one time for the entire process.)
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12. If you need to digitize an internal within the grid that is on the table, select Internal Label and the
appropriate label letter from the digitizing menu. Then digitize the internal in a similar manner to the way
you digitize a regular piece.

13. Select Large Piece.

14. Digitize the locator points on the grid using the A button. Then, remove the that grid from the digitizing
table.

15. Place the next consecutive grid on the table and digitize the locator points in the same order as you did in
step 14.

16. Digitize the perimeter of that grid starting at the entry point. Complete the perimeter and then digitize the
exit point.

17. Repeat steps 12 through 16 for the remaining grid areas.

18. Press the delimiter button after you finish digitizing the last grid area.

19. Lastly, select End Input.

 

To digitize a basic closed piece

To digitize internals on your piece
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